
YANKEES DREAM SCENE
Artist Jamie Cooper has a dream. It ’s a dream shared by Yankees fans worldwide. What if, for one 
brief shining moment, the greatest Bronx Bombers in history could gather together - each in the prime 
of their careers - to swap stories, talk shop, pal around and have a ball... and what if WE were lucky 
enough to be flies on the wall bearing witness to it all.

Let’s set the scene: imagine yourself striding through the turnstiles at the old Yankees Stadium and 
gliding down to the sacred inner sanctum. There, in a hazy smoke filled corner, you glimpse a sight that 
stops you dead in your tracks - Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle and Derek Jeter 
fraternizing like brothers-in-arms.

You pick your jaw up off the floor, rub your eyes, 
pinch yourself, but the dream is real. Why, it is as 
real as Ray Kinsella’s magical conjuring in the Iowa 
cornfield. Except this is THE YANKEES. In THE HOUSE 
THAT RUTH BUILT.

You watch the Sultan of Swat holding court; the 
Mick beaming his golden boy grin; the Pride of the 
Yankees humbly taking centre stage; the Captain 
basking in the glow, and the Clipper cooly looking 
on. When your gaze zooms out to absorb the 
entire dreamscape, you suddenly notice that 
every single surrounding detail - every object, 
fabric, word, number, emblem and color - carries 
symbolic significance. From the vintage locker styles 
to the period game equipment, from the trademark 
accoutrements to the classic product endorsements, 
all the bases are covered.

Flamboyant Ruth has the H&B bat, cigars, fan letters and sweet spot signed balls. Noble Gehrig’s 
locker door bears the embossed imprints of an Iron Horse and the number 4. Mercurial DiMaggio 
is defined by his Chesterelds, a streak news clip and a Marilyn pin up. Valiant Mantle brings Yoo Hoo, 
Ballantine Beer and bandage wraps. Happy go lucky Jeter sports his Air Jordan wristband.

And then of course there’s the fabled Yankee Stadium facade, solemnly standing sentinel over this 
fantasy five from on high.

The accompanying lithographic print is a faithful reproduction from the original oil painting. It has been 
personally hand signed by the artist.
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